Experts in herbal pet care

TRAVEL
SUPPORT
Your guide to naturally supporting
your pet while on the road

Make road trips
naturally relaxed
Previous bad experiences on the road,
sometimes coupled with motion sickness,
can make our pets anxious when we set
off in the car.
They may be reluctant to get in, shake, drool, whine, pant, vomit or
appear abnormally quiet – all of which can put a real dampener on the
trip. Thankfully, there are a few things we can do to help keep them
calm, settled and comfortable on the road, and like with most things,
preparation is key…

Top Tips for relaxed travel
Let your pet get used to the car
• Spend time together
with the engine off
• Build up to short journeys
to their favourite place

Make the car comfortable
• Use their favourite bed and toys
• Ensure good ventilation
Have a pre-travel routine
• Limit meals
• Use herbal support
as required

When it comes to motion sickness, many puppies and young dogs are
susceptible, but grow out of it as the structures in their ears, which
are linked to balance, fully develop. Some don’t though and continue
to suffer, while others experience sickness caused by travel anxiety.
Following the tips above, along with herbal support to maintain a
settled tummy, such as our Digestive Tablets, can help.

Scullcap & Valerian Tablets
The natural active compounds help
to support the calming pathways
within the nervous system, reducing
your pet’s travel anxieties without
immobilising muscles or causing
drowsiness. For severe anxiety, best
results are seen when given for
a few days before a big trip.
Valerian Compound
Calm your pet quickly with our easy
to give liquid that helps your pet
naturally relax, without causing
drowsiness. Ideal for unexpected
trips or to use alongside our
Scullcap & Valerian Tablets.
Digestive Tablets
Give an hour before travel to help
naturally settle tummies that may
be upset by motion. With calming
ginger and valerian, rhubarb and
peppermint to aid digestion,
and slippery elm to help soothe
and comfort.
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We’ve been supporting the health of dogs and cats for over
70 years as a family-run business, now in its third generation,
and are proud to be the UK’s leading provider of canine and
feline herbal supplements. Whether it’s providing personalised,
knowledgeable advice or ensuring quality, purity, sustainability,
and traceability for all our ingredients, consistent quality,
expertise and care is built into everything that we do.
Should you require further information on other leaflets
in our range or require advice either:

Ask at your local stockist to speak to the
Dorwest trained member of staff
Call Dorwest direct on 01308 897272 to speak to
an expert advisor (9am – 4pm Monday to Friday)
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